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Abstract— Routing protocols in MANETS have become a 

research focused field with the rising trend of wireless 

communication. The two most important types of routing 

protocols in MANETs, that fall into the category of topology 

based routing protocols are Reactive and Proactive routing 

protocols. Reactive protocols have lower routing overhead since 

routes are constructed on demand. This type of routing creates 

routes only when required by the source node. In Reactive 

protocols, every node need less amount of information, as 

compared to Proactive Protocols. The route request message is 

flooded all over the network to find the shortest path to the 

destination. In case of high mobility MANETS, this type of 

flooding consumes a huge amount of network resources and 

encounters a high cost. The proactive protocols on the other 

hand, construct routes from each node to all other nodes whether 

required or not. This is achieved by periodic exchange of routing 

data between the neighboring nodes. This periodic exchange of 

data also encounters a cost on the network. Both types of 

protocols suffer from performance and quality issues due to high 

mobility of network topology. This problem leads to the need of a 

position based routing protocol that overcomes the flaws of 

traditional topology based routing protocols. 

This paper presents a new position based routing protocol that is 

proactive in nature. This new protocol is simple and provides 

reliable as well as efficient routing for certain applications of 

MANETS. The new protocol is named Location server Based 

Proactive routing (LSPR) protocol and it is compared with some 

of the most famously known existing routing protocols namely 

LSAR and DSDV. Simulation results suggest that LSPR 

outperforms DSDV and LSAR when tested under different stress 

conditions. 

Keywords— MANETS , DSDV , GPS , Reactive and Proactive 

Protocols. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

A Mobile Ad-Hoc Network is a collection of mobile nodes 

that are connected through wireless links. It is a transitory 

network without having any fixed access point, infrastructure, 

or centralized administration. In other networks like GSM 

networks, there are very few Base Stations and hubs join to an 

outside framework like Internet or Intranet utilizing an entrance 

point and geographically isolated into cells. There is a base 

station for every cell. Each Mobile Station connects 

particularly to the Base Station. But in MANETs every node 

works as both router as well as a host. The system topology is 

changing on the basis of the fact that the system among the 

nodes may contrast with time in view of nodes joining and 

leaving the network. 

The main focus of MANET coordinating tradition is to make 

sense of right and gainful course between a few nodes with the 

objective that on time and reliable messages delivery is 

possible. Discovery of routes should be obtained with slightest 

overhead. Every node contains the topology information of the 

network in Proactive routing protocols as guiding tables by 

periodically exchanging routing information. Routes are 

created in reactive routing protocols, only when needed by the 

source node but proactive routing protocols require every node 

to keep up routing tables to gather coordinating information, 

and they react to changes in network topology by applying 

updates all through the network to keep up a dependable view 

of the system. 

Position based routing protocols work better for ad hoc 

networks generally for two reasons: there is no need to keep 

routing tables updated and no need to have a large view of the 

network topology and its changes that results in reduced 

routing overhead. 
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There are various challenges in MANETs such as routing, 

dynamic topology, scalability, bandwidth optimization. But the 

major challenge in MANET is link failure due to high mobility. 

Topology-Based routing protocols become unsuitable for 

MANET when the nodes are highly mobile and topology 

changes dynamically. Position based routing protocols are 

regarded as efficient and scalable when mobility is high. 

Therefore, position based routing protocols emerged as a new 

attraction in the field of routing protocols for MANETS.   

In Position based routing protocol routing is done in a node to 

node mechanism to forward the data packets. They are 

designed for huge networks having hundreds or thousands of 

nodes. The plus point of position based routing protocols is that 

they only rely on local information to forward the data packet, 

rather than to keep the information of the whole network. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: next section 

(Section II) presents a review of some of the important 

Topology Based and Position based routing protocols for 

MANETs. Section III describes the methodology. Section IV 

presents Results and Discussion while Section V presents the 

conclusion followed by Section VI that presents future work. 

2. LITERATURE  REVIEW 

The traditional routing protocols mainly depend on routing 

table’s information which are responsible to accumulate routes 

to various possible directions. In order to ensure that the 

routing tables will be up-to-date and their reflecting of the real 

network topology, the nodes often exchange route updates and 

re describe the paths. They are classified into two different 

categories: 

i. Link State (LS) algorithms.  

ii. Distance Vector (DV) algorithms.  

 

Following are the characteristics of Traditional Protocols: 

i. One of the most important built-in characteristic of 

MANETs is Dynamic topology but conventional protocols are 

static.  

ii. Traditional conventions are very reliant on occasional 

messages to process the progressions in the system topology. 

Whereas the node thickness increases, it obliges continuous 

trade of data between different nodes.  

iii. Traditional protocols will be composed in such a route, to 

the point that they accept that bi-directional connections exist.  

iv. Traditional protocols experience the ill effects of routing 

circles which are to be dodged in MANETs as they would 

make an unnecessary activity and the data transmission would 

be worthless.  

 

I. Link State Routing 

 In this type of routing protocols, each node keeps a root of the 

complete topology with an expense for each one connection 

[1]. Every node in the system occasionally shows the 

connection expenses of each one friendly connection to the 

various nodes utilizing flooding. This type of flooding of 

connection expenses permits the system hosts to have these 

expenses predictable. Every host in the system has a directing 

table that is utilized to save all connection costs which a node 

gets. In the wake of getting the overflowed message, every 

node up-dates its routing table and chooses the most limited 

way to every objective node. These connection expenses can 

give wrong connection cost data at any node because of spread 

postponement, parceled systems, and so forth, which brings 

about a development of directing circle. These loops are 

fleeting, on the grounds that they vanish when bundle time-to-

live terminated. Then again, these loops make an overhead in 

the system. Moreover, keeping up these directing tables make 

these conventions entangled. 

 

II. Distance Vector  

 In this type of routing, every node just screens the expense of 

its friendly connections, however as opposed to broadcast this 

data to all hosts, it occasionally shows to every one of its 

neighboring hosts an appraisal of the shortest distance to each 

of the nodes in the system [1]. The getting node then utilizes 

this data to recalculate the routing tables, by utilizing a 

shortest way calculation.  

Contrasted with LS, DV is more effective, less demanding to 

execute and obliged a great deal less storage room. Then 

again, distance vector can result in the development of both 

brief and extensive steering loops. The essential driver for this 

is that the nodes pick their home trust in a totally dispersed 

way focused around data that can be rigid. 

 

2.1 Topology based Routing Protocols 

Topology-based routing protocols apply information about 

links that are already in the network to perform packet 

forwarding. Previously known routing protocol were based on 

the information about the topology that consisted of route 

establishment and route maintenance. They used link 

information that existed in the network for packet forwarding. 

Topology based protocols are further divided into: 

 

2.1.1 Proactive Routing Protocols:  

In these kind of routing protocols every host/node present in 

the network holds data in the type of tables and this table 

needs to be updated if any change occurs in the network 

topology [2]. In this sort of protocol, all nodes in a system 
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keep up one or more tables of routes which are frequently 

updated. If system topology changes every node broadcast an 

information message to the whole system. But, it acquires 

extra overhead cost because of keeping up to date data and 

therefore; throughput of the system may be influenced yet it 

gives the real data to the accessibility of the system. 

2.1.1.1 Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) 

DSDV protocol is a proactive routing protocol. Routing tables 

are maintained by every node. That routing table is 

continuously updated. Nodes can send or receive data to other 

nodes in a network with the help of routing information. 

Sequence numbers are basically originated from receiver node 

itself which assures loop freeness. Install time is for deleting 

fake entries from table. Authentic data is a pointer to a table 

containing information on how authenticate a route is and also 

used to damp fluctuations in network [3]. 

 

2.1.1.2 Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) Protocol 

OLSR is an optimization over a pure hyperlink state protocol 

by compacting the scale of know-how dispatched within the 

messages, and through reducing the quantity of 

retransmissions to diffuse these messages in the complete 

community. For this rationale OLSR protocol makes use of 

multi point relaying technique to successfully and 

economically flood it’s manipulate messages. It presents 

choicest routes in phrases of number of hops, which are 

instantly available when wanted. OLSR is best compatible for 

significant and dense mobile networks [4]. OLSR does now 

not generate extra manipulate traffic in response to hyperlink 

disasters and additions. It's as a consequence suitable for 

networks with a high price of topological changes. Extra dense 

and massive a network is, extra optimization is executed as 

compared to the traditional link state algorithm. 

 

2.1.1.3 Fish eye State Routing (FSR) Protocol 

FSR introduces the proposal of multi-degree fish eye scope to 

minimize routing update overhead in significant networks. 

Fish eye state routing protocol makes use of the fish eye 

technique proposed to scale down the size of understanding 

required to symbolize graphical data. The consideration of a 

fish catches with high component the pixels close to the point 

of convergence. The subtle element diminishes as the crevice 

from the point of convergence increments. Arranged on this 

motivation, cell hubs trade upgrade messages all the more 

likely with closer cell hubs, and not more by and large with 

more distant hubs. The precision of the hubs comprehension 

will rely on upon how a ways a hub is. The hub data is 

additional exact whether it is closer, whilst the hub 

information turns out to be less precise in the event that it is 

more distant [5]. 

 

2.1.2 Reactive Routing Protocols: 

In this type of protocols, every node need less amount of 

information, as compared to table driven protocols. As routing 

information of all nodes is not required in a community and 

intermediate nodes must not make routing choices [6]. 

 Reactive Protocol has minimize overhead considering routes 

are decided on demand. If a node is wanting a path to the 

receiver, it starts a path discovery process in that network. If a 

path is found or all possible path finding conditions have been 

inspected than this discovery process is said to be completed. 

In case if a route for data transfer is established, it remains 

active and maintained until data is completely sent.   

 

2.1.2.1 Ad-hoc on demand distance Vector (AODV) 

AODV utilizes a course revelation procedure to progressively 

fabricate new courses on an as need premise. AODV is a 

disseminated calculation utilizing separation vector 

calculations, for example, the Bellman Ford calculation. At the 

point when a course to a destination is obscure, AODV makes 

a course ask for bundle and communicates it to its neighbors. 

The fundamental preferred standpoint of this convention is 

that courses are built up on interest and destination succession 

numbers are utilized to locate the most recent course to 

destination. Along these lines association setup postponement 

is less. But since courses are just kept up while in use, it is 

ordinarily required to play out a course disclosure before 

parcels can be traded. This prompts a postponement for the 

main bundle to be transmitted. 

 

2.1.2.2 DSR 

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is a steering convention for 

remote lattice systems. It is like AODV in that it frames a 

course on-interest when a transmitting hub demands one. In 

any case, it utilizes source directing as opposed to depending 

on the steering table at every middle gadget. 

 

2.1.3 Hybrid Routing Protocols: 

The blend of table driven and on interest results in half and 

half conventions [7]. These conventions convey an improved 

exchange off between correspondence overhead and 

postponement, yet this exchange off is subjected to the 

measure of a zone and the elements of a zone. The on-interest 

strategy is utilized when data between various zones are 

steered. Along these lines, a way to a collector in the identical 

zone is built up immediately, while a way discovering process 

and a way upkeep technique is required for recipients which 
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are available in various zones. The thought used in this 

convention can convey an unrivaled tradeoff between 

correspondence overhead and deferral, however this exchange 

off is dependent on the zone and the elements of that zone. 

Moreover, half breed approaches give a trade off on 

adaptability problem in connection to the recurrence of end to 

end association, the aggregate number of hubs, and recurrence 

of change in topology. Along these lines, this methodology is 

a proper possibility for steering in a substantial system. Zone 

Routing Protocol (ZRP) is a famous type of Hybrid Routing 

Protocol. 

 

2.2 Position Based Routing Protocols: 

Position based steering convention uses position data to find 

the careful areas of destination hub and additionally its 

neighbor hub It utilizes position data to give more dependable 

and also proficient directing for specific applications and this 

data is for the most part gotten through Global Positioning 

System (GPS) and area administrations. By the utilization of 

area administrations and sending procedures its execution is 

vastly improved than topology based directing convention. It 

show better versatility, vigor against incessant topological 

changes. These steering conventions are intended to enhance 

proficiency and execution of the system. Steering is done in a 

jump by-bounce style to forward the information bundles. It is 

intended to handle organizes that have numerous hubs. One 

favorable position of this sort of steering is that it is 

completely in view of nearby data to forward the information 

parcel, as opposed to keep the system wide data. This will 

prompt highly diminished directing overhead and expansion 

the bundle conveyance rate. Position data of every hub is 

dictated by the utilization Location Services and Forwarding 

procedures are utilized to forward the information bundles [8]. 

At the point when a source hub needs to transmit a bundle to 

the destination, it ought to get the area (x, y) of the destination 

through a location service. 

 

 

2.2.1. Location Aided Routing (LAR) Protocol 

Host portability can bring about incessant unusual topology 

changes. Along these lines, the undertaking of finding and 

keeping up courses in MANET is nontrivial. Location Aided 

Routing (LAR), as its name proposes, makes utilization of 

location data to decrease steering overhead. Location data 

utilized as a part of the LAR convention might be given by the 

Global Positioning System (GPS). With the accessibility of 

GPS, it is workable for a portable host to know its physical 

area. LAR limits the quest for a course to the alleged 

solicitation zone, decided in view of the normal area of the 

destination hub at the season of course disclosure. Location 

Aided Routing (LAR) conventions restrict the quest for 

another course to a littler "solicitation zone" of the specially 

appointed system. . Demand zone is the zone in which the hub 

advances the course ask for just when the hub is inside the 

zone. At the point when the hubs does not has a place with 

solicitation zone then it basically disposes of the message. 

Expected zone is the territory in which there is the most 

extreme likelihood of finding the destination hubs. This 

outcomes in a noteworthy diminishment in the quantity of 

directing messages. 

 

2.2.2. Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility 

(DREAM) Protocol 

DREAM convention which additionally utilizes the hub area 

data from GPS frameworks for correspondence. DREAM is a 

section proactive and part receptive convention where the 

source hub sends the information parcel ''in the heading'' of the 

destination hub by particular flooding. The sender will 

communicate the parcel towards hubs in a constrained part of 

the system; to all single jump neighbors towards the 

destination. DREAM calculation is a proactive convention that 

uses a constrained flooding of area redesign messages Since 

DREAM utilizes the confined directional flooding to forward 

information bundles themselves, there will be various 

duplicates of every parcel in the meantime. This builds the 

likelihood of utilizing the ideal way; be that as it may, it 

diminishes its adaptability to expansive systems with a high 

volume of information transmissions and makes it more 

reasonable for applications that require a high unwavering 

quality and quick message conveyance for rare information 

transmissions. 

 

 

2.2.3. Location aided Knowledge Extraction Routing (LAKER) 

Protocol 

Location aided Knowledge Extraction Routing (LAKER) 

convention gains from past activities to guide future practices. 

LAKER can step by step find current topological qualities of 

the system, for example, populace thickness dissemination and 

movement load status. This learning can be sorted out as an 

arrangement of managing courses, each of which comprises of 

a chain of directing positions between a couple of source and 

destination areas. The directing course data is found out by 

individual hubs amid course revelation stage, and it can be 

utilized to guide future course disclosure forms in a more 

proficient way. LAKER is particularly appropriate for 

versatility models where hubs are not consistently dispersed. 

LAKER can misuse topological attributes in these models and 
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cutoff the hunt space in course revelation forms in a more 

refined granularity than LAR convention [9]. The LAKER 

convention minimizes the system overhead amid the course 

disclosure process by diminishing the zonal range in which 

course ask for bundles are sent. Amid this procedure, LAKER 

separates learning of the nodal thickness appropriation of the 

system and recall a progression of ""essential"" areas on the 

way to the destination. These areas are named ''controlling 

courses'' and with the assistance of these directing courses the 

course disclosure procedure is limited down. 

2.2.4. Location Server Assisted Routing Protocol 

LSAR (Location Server Assisted Routing) Protocol is a 

reactive protocol which utilizes Geographical data to locate 

the briefest way between the hubs. Rather than direct flooding, 

this convention send information bundles through connections 

subsequently having the highlight of topology based 

convention. LSAR convention is reactive in nature that is root 

gesture will make the course just when required. In LSAR root 

node is in charge of route support. It send Root Announcement 

message to all hubs intermittently and all hubs upgrade their 

directions once they get the message. This all courses are 

overhauled at root hub. LSAR has a very long set of actions to 

perform data forwarding that are : Send Rout request, Receive 

Route Request, Send Route Reply, Receive route reply, Send 

Route set, Receive route set which culminate in heavy delay in 

route discovery process. LSAR was compared with AODV 

and LAR and LSAR performed better than both of them. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

This section includes implementation of LSPR as well as its 

comparison with its competing counter parts. Location server 

based proactive routing (LSPR) protocol is a hybrid protocol 

applying the approach of being position based as well as 

proactive protocol (because it uses links to send and receive 

data packets). Because it is proactive in nature it means each 

and every node has the routing data whether needed or not.  

 

3.1 Working of LSPR: 

This protocol is implemented intending to curtail the number 

of routing messages exchanged by introducing a special node 

in the network, called Location Registrar. Initially node 0 in 

the network is selected as location registrar or root node. The 

location registrar maintains the routing information for all the 

nodes in network. Unlike AODV in which Shortest path is 

established based on hop counts, while in our algorithm 

shortest path is established based on GPS location of nodes. 

In LSPR each node updates the location registrar about its 

GPS coordinates, in reply to the root announce message, and 

registrar sends adjacency matrix to every node about their 

neighboring nodes while sending root announce message. 

When a route is required to any node, the node applies the 

shortest path algorithm on the available data in adjacency 

matrix to construct the shortest path and pass the data to the 

destination node. 

 Ideally, only one location registrar is present in the entire 

network but this is only true if the network is quite stable so 

that all nodes get enough time to get to know about the root’s 

presence. When a route is required, all nodes know route of 

every other node. Thus will send data packet directly to the 

destination.  

No flooding is done in LSPR. Unlike LSAR, in LSPR root 

node is not responsible for finding path for every node by 

using shortest path algorithm. But every node finds its own 

shortest path. Thus reducing routing overhead for root node as 

well as the whole network.  

A major problem that rises in position based routing protocols 

is that they cannot differentiate between two alternatives: 

One via a node that is about to go beyond range, leaving a 

broken link and one via a node that is closer and carries a 

lesser risk of broken link. LSPR overcomes this problem quite 

efficiently by reducing the node range described for distance 

formula from the antenna range. (i.e. node range in distance 

formula is 100 meters and antenna range is 120 meters). By 

doing this LSPR gets a margin in range, if a node is between 

90 and 100 meters away from another node, it will still be 

considered in range but if it move ahead of 100 meters range it 

will still be in antenna range and will transmit data and will 

not culminate in loss of data and will get almost 20 meters 

margin which is quite tremendous. 

Unlike LSAR, LSPR only has 3 steps to forward data to the 

destination. 

Following are some main steps in LSPR: 

 

Step 1: Root Announce 

 

As LSPR works with Root Node or location registrar. For 

convenience we have selected node 0 as root node. First step 

in our protocol is Root Announce. Location registrar or root 

node will send a Root Announce Packet to all nodes present in 

the network when simulation start, this root announce packet 

also contains adjacency matrix containing adjacent nodes to 

every node in the network. Initially the adjacency matrix in 

first root announce packet is empty, but it is filled as other 

nodes send their GPS coordinates to root node via announce to 

root packet.  The root announce packet is received and 

forwarded by all nodes in the network as shown in Figure 1. 
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   Figure 1. Root Announce 

 

 

Step 2: Announce To Root 

 

When all nodes received root announce message, the next step 

is Announcing to Root. Basically all nodes will send their 

locations to root node in reply of the root announce message 

(as shown in Figure 2) and root will register them by creating 

an adjacency matrix. The root node performs distance formula 

on the GPS coordinates and fills adjacency matrix with 1’s 

and 0’s.That is how location of all nodes is saved. Through 

this all nodes will also know that for root node which node is 

their next hop and this is how all nodes are informed about 

their adjacent nodes. 

 
   Figure 2. Announce To Root 

 

Step 3: Data Forwarding 

 

When every Node Receives adjacency matrix it means it can 

now forward data to any node in the network. For example if a 

route is required from node 7 to node 4 (as shown in Figure 3), 

node 7 performs Dijkstra algorithm on the given adjacency 

matrix and gets the complete and shortest route to the 

destination node that is 7 to 6 to 3 to 4 and thus forwards the 

data. 

 

 
Figure 3. Data forwarding 

 

3.2. Performance Evaluation 

We have implemented LSPR using C++ and simulated in NS-

2, one of the most general open source simulator to analyze 

the performance for LSPR as well as its competing counter 

parts DSDV and LSAR. Three different Quality of Service 

Parameters were used to evaluate the overall performance of 

LSPR, LSAR and DSDV. 

 

3.2.1 QOS Parameters 

a)Packet Delivery Ratio 

Packet delivery ratio is ascertained by partitioning the quantity 

of packets received by the quantity of packets sent. CBR 

packets are utilized for genuine correspondence. PDR of a 

routing protocol ought to be as high as it could be for best 

execution. 

b)Throughput 

Throughput is the amount of data packets moved successfully 

from one node to another in a unit time, typically measured in 

bits per second (bps). Throughput and PDR actually go hand 

in hand. So if PDR increases, Throughput also increases and 

vice versa. 

c)Average End to End Delay 

The time taken for packets to be transported over a network 

from sender to receiver is called End to End Delay. For the 

better execution of the protocol Average end to end delay 

must be as less as could be expected under the circumstances. 
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It is characterized as the time a data packet is gotten by 

destination minus the time the packet is produced by the 

source. 

3.2.2 Simulation Parameters 

In MANETS, Different parameters are required to 

comprehensively simulate routing protocols. These parameters 

are used to describe the characteristics and behavior of ad hoc 

network. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters used in the 

simulation: 

PARAMETERS VALUES 

TRANSMISSION RANGE 120 M 

SIMULATION TIME 600S 

TOPOLOGY SIZE 500M X 500M 

NUMBER OF MOBILE 

NODES 
50 

MOBILITY MODEL  RANDOM WAYPOINT 

TRAFFIC TYPE CBR (512 BYTES PACKET) 

TRAFFIC 5, 10, 20 (SIMULTANOUS  CALLS) 

MOBILITY SPEED 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 M/S 

NS-2 VERSION NS-2.35 

 Table. 1 Simulation Parameters 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section LSPR is compared with LSAR and DSDV to 

determine the protocol that performs better under different 

stress conditions for the following QoS metrics: 

A. Packet Delivery Ratio 

As discussed earlier packet delivery ratio describes the ratio of 

amount of packets successfully received at the destination. As 

a matter of fact a protocol is said to be better if its PDR is 

better than others. Figure 4 shows the packet delivery ratio of 

LSPR, DSDV and LSAR under all 3 stress conditions 5,10 

and 20 simultaneous calls for 5 mobilities (5,10,15,20,25 m/s). 

For 5 simultaneous calls all three performed better but as call 

load increased to 10 and 20 simultaneous calls, the PDR of 

LSAR and DSDV dropped significantly at 50 and 60 %. While 

PDR of LSPR remained at averagely 80 to 90 %. So in terms 

of packet delivery ratio LSPR remains ahead of both LSAR 

and DSDV. 

 
Figure 4. Packet Delivery Ratio 

 

B. Throughput 

Throughput is the amount of data packets received per unit 

amount of time. Throughput of LSPR, DSDV and LSAR can 

be seen in Figure 5. PDR and throughput are directly 

proportional to each other that means if one increases, the 

other increases too and vice versa. So graph of both PDR and 

throughput look similar. At 5 simultaneous calls throughput of 

all three protocols was at 40 kbps but as the call load increased 

to 10 and 20 simultaneous calls, LSPR outperformed both 

LSAR and DSDV and yet proving to be better than both of 

them in terms of throughput as well. 

 
Figure 5. Throughput 
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C. Average End To End Delay 

Average end-to-end delay for LSPR is almost same if we see 

the average values for every stress condition as shown in 

Figure 6. However for DSDV and LSAR the average end-to-

end delay is increasing as the number of simultaneous 

connections are increasing and they turned out to be 

performing poorly in terms of average end to end delay. 

 
 

Figure 6. Average End To End Delay 

In all of these QoS metrics one thing is certain about LSPR 

and that is the mobility is not effecting much on LSPR, as a 

matter of fact LSPR is performing even better in most of the 

high mobility conditions and other stress conditions we have 

applied, which is a good sign and we can say that LSPR 

outperforms DSDV and LSAR in almost all aspects. 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

A novel position based routing protocol LSPR is developed 

and implemented for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks. The protocol 

is simple and generic and overcomes the shortcomings of 

existing position based as well as topology based routing 

protocols. As LSPR is a position based as well as proactive 

protocol, it is compared with a proactive protocol i.e DSDV 

and a position based routing protocol i.e LSAR. Simulation 

results suggest that LSPR outperforms both DSDV and LSAR 

under different stress conditions and different mobility speeds 

in terms of all three quality of service parameters PDR, 

Throughput and Average End to End Delay. 

6. FUTURE WORK 

As future work we suggest, introducing a root node election 

mechanism in LSPR that will immediately elect a new root 

node in case of a dead root node. We have used Dijkstra 

algorithm as a shortest path algorithm in LSPR, another 

suggestion would be to implement LSPR using any other latest 

shortest path algorithm to further enhance the performance of 

LSPR. 
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